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Bushfires 
spread to 
another state 
in Australia
November 22, 2019

Bushfires in Australia have 
spread to the state of 
Victoria, as firefighters 

struggle to put out hundreds of existing blazes across several states. 

1-1. Bushfires in Australia                                                                                                                                                              
1-2. as firefighters continue to battle                                                                                                       

2-1. Authorities in Victoria issued a Code Red alert,                                                                               
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
2-2. saying that the fires would be fast moving,                                                                                       

3. It’s also the first time                                                                                                                             

4-1. Officials have warned some towns in the state                                                                                 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
4-2. and that their safest option                                                                                                                

5. Residents of Sydney in the state of New South Wales                                                                        
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

6. As pollution from the smoke engulfed the city for the third straight day,                                             
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

7-1. The fires -                                                                                                                                             
7-2. have burnt through 2.5 million acres of bush and farmland,                                                            
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

8. They’ve also claimed                                                                                                                            

9.-1 Years of drought                                                                                                                                
9-2. and have been linked                                                                                                                         

10. An issue that's put increasing pressure on Prime Minister Scott Morrison,                                      　
   　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

[Vocabulary]
◻bushfire: Australia: an uncontrolled fire in a bush area
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・Unprecedented bushfires are ravaging parts of eastern Australia rendered tinderbox dry by a two-

year drought.
◻firefighter: someone whose job is to make fires stop burning and help people to escape from 
other dangerous situations
・Marino finally got out of the burning building, but tried to get back in to direct firefighters to the 

flames in the kitchen, Bascetta said.
◻blaze: a large fire that causes a lot of damage, especially when a building is burning
・Firefighters were called to a blaze at a warehouse yesterday.

◻issue: to announce something, or to give something to people officially; If you issue a statement 
or a warning, you make it known formally or publicly. 
・The banks have issued a warning that charges are likely to rise sharply.

・The government issued a warning that the strikers should end their action or face dismissal.

◻Code Red: used when a situation becomes an emergency
◻alert: a warning that something dangerous has happened or is going to happen
・Flood alerts were issued for dozens of rivers.

◻unpredictable: changing often, in a way that is impossible to prepare for
・The weather here is really unpredictable.

◻uncontrollable: impossible to control or stop
・A tire had burst and the car became uncontrollable.

・Wounds like this can lead to uncontrollable bleeding.

◻evacuate: to make people leave a building because it is not safe
・About 1,200 people had been ordered to evacuate south St. Louis because of the flood. 

・People were told to evacuate the building during a fire drill. 

◻take shelter: to take refuge
・We took shelter from the rain in a nearby bar.

◻urge: to advise someone very strongly about what action or attitude they should take
・The doctor urged me to stop smoking. 

・The United States urged Japan to change its defense program. 

◻pollution: the process of damaging the air, water, or land with chemicals or other substances
・the pollution of local rivers

◻engulf: to cover or surround something in a way that harms or destroys it 
・Several workers died in the landslide that engulfed the old factory.

◻hazardous: dangerous, especially to people’s health or safety
・Cigarette smoking may be hazardous to your health. 

◻spark: If one thing sparks another, the first thing causes the second thing to start happening.
・The proposals are expected to spark heated debate.

◻claim: to cause the end or death of
・The flood has now claimed over 500 lives.

・The earthquake claimed so many lives. 

◻in the process: while doing something
・He scored the goal but was injured in the process.

◻drought: a long period of time when there is little or no rain and crops die
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・The drought in Mexico killed many cows and farm animals. 

◻bushland: shrub; especially: a low densely branched shrub; a large uncleared or sparsely settled 
area (as in Australia) usually scrub-covered or forested
・‘166 acres of bushland’

◻susceptible: easily influenced or affected by something
・Police officers here are very susceptible to corruption.

◻link to: to have a connection with someone or something
・The sudden reversal in policy seems to link to pressure put on the administration by several large 

lobby groups.
・I only found out recently that our family tree links to George Washington!

◻climate change:  a change in the world's climate  
・climate change bill

・Human activity has led to deforestation, species becoming extinct, rising sea levels and climate 

change.
◻put pressure on: to try to influence or persuade one to do something or act a certain way; to 
make demands on or expect something from someone.
・A number of companies have been putting pressure on politicians to ease up on corporate taxes 

and regulations.
・My parents have been putting pressure on me to get a job.

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the English 
language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free Dictionary, Wikipedia]
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